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SHORT ROUTE TRACKS
The Short Route tracks (PR) are short routes of less than 50 Km. that span specific environments

or traverse towns and villages. Once the starting point has been reached again, they are called

Circular Routes (CR). 

The PRs are identified by a two-colour sign, the upper part in white and the lower part in yellow.

LONG ROUTE TRACKS
The Long Route tracks (GR) are a network of pedestrian routes including roads, paths, gullies, and

tracks, avoiding where possible asphalt roads with traffic. 

The GR span long routes of hundreds and even thousands of kilometres, linking distant points and

traversing widely dispersed places, regions and countries.

WHO ARE THESE ROUTES DESIGNED FOR?
The PR and GR tracks are ideal for anybody who likes walking, being in natural surroundings, loo-

king at countryside and getting to know natural environments. 

The track signs are there to help trekkers, although either direction can be taken and the length of

time is variable to suit the needs of each individual. Trekkers can also deviate from the routes to visit

monuments or places of special interest. 

You do not need to be in excellent physical shape nor are the routes limited to a certain age. Any

person who enjoys walking or touring can take part in these routes. 

LONG ROUTE TRACK GR – 92
THE CARTAGENA STRETCH

The GR-92 track is a stretch of roads and paths that covers the Mediterranean coast. Cartagena

makes up 89.3 km of this pedestrian route form which radiate other short route PR MU-Cartagena

tracks that skirt the coast and are identified by white and red marks. These PR stretches comprise

crop farming routes and coastal paths conjuring up pirates and smugglers, or ancient routes used

by the Romans, which allow you to relive the history of our millenary world whilst enjoying the

countryside.                                                            

Remember that you are just passing through these routes and they should be kept as they are

found, so always ensure that your presence will not be noted by not leaving rubbish behind and by

respecting the environment of flora and fauna. 

We would advise you not to stray from the paths, and to take special care in mine areas, on cliffs

and in protected natural spaces.                 

The best season: any time of the year, preferably during spring and autumn. You need greater sup-

plies of water during the summer. 

Equipment: Trekking boots, comfortable clothing, a sun hat, water, some light food, sun cream, a

camera and a pair of binoculars.  

PR 11 Los Belones-Calblanque-Cala Reona
PR 12 Los Belones-Atamaría
PR 14 Portmán-El Llano del Beal
PR 17 Cartagena-Atalaya
PR 19 El Portús-Campillo de Adentro-La Azohía
PR 12 Cuestas del Cedacero-Peñas Blancas
PR 15 Isla Plana-Rambla del Cañar


